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Abstract. The main problems in the operation of road transport vehicles today are related to safety, economy
and environmental impact. The performances by the vehicles are closely linked to tires, their selection and the
quality of their operation. Tire pressure strongly influences on the interaction between the wheels and the road,
i.e. tire-road adhesion and rolling resistance. Proper tire pressure increases fuel economy, reduces the braking
distance, improves vehicle control and extends the tire life. It is known that deterioration of control of the vehicle
and braking efficiency and quality will reduce the safety of passengers. It is believed that uneven tire inflation
pressure can significantly reduce the braking performance and vehicle stability. The purpose of this study is to
determine the effect of tire inflation pressure inequality on the longitudinal and lateral acceleration of the vehicle
when braking at maximum braking force. Maximum braking force of the vehicle is a function of the tire/road
adhesion coefficient and the vertical load on the wheels. The value of the coefficient of tire/road adhesion in turn
depends on the inflation pressure of the tire. For these reasons, it is appropriate to assess the impact of the
vehicle tire pressure inequality on the braking performance. Studies have shown that the dynamics of a braked
vehicle is greatly influenced by uneven tire inflation pressure. It was found that the lateral braking acceleration
increased from 1.5 to 3.8 m·s-2 at maximum braking force, when the vehicle speed was 80 km·h-1.
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Introduction
The reliability of a vehicle depends to a large extent on its operation and compliance with the
operating rules laid down by the manufacturer. The main problems in the operation of road transport
vehicles today are related to safety, economy and environmental impact. The performances by
vehicles are closely linked to tires, their selection and the quality of their operation. The main purpose
of the tire is to cushion the impact on the car chassis due to rough road, to provide a reliable grip
between the wheels and the road surface, to transmit traction and braking forces to the road surface. In
addition, tires help to ensure the vehicles stability on the road. Smaller width of the tire reduces the
adhesion to the dry road surface, but facilitates wet driving and reduces the tire noise and fuel
consumption [1-3].
Proper inflation pressure tires are the most important factor in ensuring a good automobile
performance. Insufficiently inflated tires make the vehicle more difficult to control. Unevenly inflated
tires further impair vehicle control. The results of studies reported in literature indicate that braking
deceleration, just as vehicle acceleration, determines the dynamics and safe speed of the car. In
addition, effective braking increases the road safety. It is important that the braking distance is as short
as possible (greater deceleration), so that the vehicle does not lose its balance and is controlled and
steered [4-6].
When the vehicle is in motion, there is always a process of rolling and sliding between the tire and
the road surface [7; 8]. Rolling resistance is characterized by a coefficient calculated as the ratio of
tangential to normal forces. Wheel slip is evaluated by a slip factor, which is equal to the ratio of the
tire adhesion surface to the wheel centre speed relative to the road surface [9]. The dependencies of
these coefficients are analogous to those of the tire in both traction and braking modes (Fig. 1). It can
be seen from Figure 1a that when the wheel is braked to the maximum slip value, the coefficient of
adhesion of the tire increases initially and then decreases as the slip increases. The best adhesion
between tires is when the wheel slip is 8-15 % [1; 9; 10]. When the tire slips completely, the value of
its coefficient of adhesion to the road decreases by 20-30 % [1; 9; 10]. Analysing the forces acting on
the tire-to-road adhesion surface, we can see that the pressure produces the normal (perpendicular to
the road) and tangential (parallel to the road, i.e. in terms of x and y coordinates) components of the
force [7; 11-13]. The distribution of pressures on the adhesion surface is shown in Figure 1b. It can be
seen from the figure (Fig. 1b) that the pressure distribution in the adhesion area depends on the normal
(z coordinate) longitudinal forces (x coordinate) and the transverse forces (y coordinate), which
characterize the vehicle motion.
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Fig. 1. Tire interaction with the road surface: a – dependence of the adhesion
coefficient on tire slip; b – distribution of tire-to-road contact pressure force
The forces acting on the tire-to-road adhesion surface area are influenced by the tire pressure,
vertical tire load, travel speed, and other factors [7; 14-16]. In summary, scientific sources are
constantly paying attention to assessing the performance of vehicles, but some issues, such as the
analysis of tire pressure differences, are not sufficiently examined. For these reasons, a scientific
problem has been raised in this article: to investigate the influence of uneven tire inflation pressure on
the car braking main performance.
Materials and methods
The Opel Astra 1.7 CDTI passenger car, manufactured in Germany in 2007, weighs 1365 kg, with
an engine power of 74 kW and a displacement of 1686 cm3, was selected for testing. During
preparation for scheduled tests, the car was serviced, equipped with manufacturer-recommended brake
pads and new tires STARFIRE (COOPER) W200 (T) 205/55R16 91T. In these tests, the maximum
and the average deceleration in the longitudinal and lateral directions of the car were investigated by
reducing the inflation pressure to 190, 150 and110 kPa of one tire at constant pressure of other tires
(220 kPa), when the speed before the start of braking was 80 km·h-1 and 40 km·h-1. The AccDriver
211 Gauge, measuring range ± 2 g ( ± 20 m·s-2) and measurement accuracy 0.04 m·s-2, was used for
acceleration in the longitudinal and lateral directions. The AccDriver 211 comes with memory and
automatically saves test data. The device is activated before the test while the vehicle is stationary.
During the test, the device automatically records the acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle.
There is no need to switch the device on or off during the test. Measurements made with this device
allow to obtain graphs of the variations in the longitudinal and lateral acceleration of the vehicle from
time to time in ms (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Example of graph of measurement results of longitudinal
and lateral acceleration of braked vehicle
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Depending on the obtained longitudinal and lateral acceleration variation data and graphs, the
maximum and average deceleration dependencies were found at various tire inflation pressures at
40 and 80 km·h-1. The research was conducted in 2019 October, on a straight stretch of a horizontal
asphalt road in the territory of Vytautas Magnus University Agricultural Academy. The measurements
were repeated three times for each of the intended test variants.
Results and discussion
In the first stage of the study, the maximum deceleration of the car and the average deceleration at
different tire inflation pressures (110, 150, 190 and 230 kPa) were determined at speeds 40 and
80 km·h-1. Figure 1 shows the experimental dependence of vehicle braking acceleration on tire
pressure, which is varied uniformly on all wheels.
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Fig. 3. Influence of tire pressure on vehicle deceleration in the longitudinal and lateral
directions at speed: a – 80 km·h-1 and b – 40 km·h-1. Dashed lines show applications
of the maximum deceleration, solid lines show the average deceleration
The dependencies shown in Figure 1 represent the braking acceleration in the longitudinal and
lateral directions at the maximum braking force of the vehicle. The results showed that at the speed
80 km·h-1, the average deceleration of the vehicle in the longitudinal directions ranged from 5.0 to
7.5 m·s- 2, while the lateral deceleration ranged from 1.2 to 2.4 m·s-2. It should be noted that lower tire
pressure significantly improved the vehicle deceleration in the longitudinal direction. It should also be
noted that at lower tire pressures, lower vehicle deceleration in lateral directions was observed. This is
explained by the fact that a reduction in the tire pressure improves the adhesion of the tires on the road
[4; 8; 10; 11; 17]. A similar dependence of deceleration was found in tests at the vehicle speed of
45 km·h-1. It should be noted here that lower deceleration values in both longitudinal and lateral
directions were observed when the vehicle speed was reduced.
In the next phase of the study, the maximum and the average deceleration of the car were
determined by reducing the inflation pressure to 190, 150 and110 kPa of one front wheel (right) tire at
constant pressure of other tires (220 kPa), when the speed to braking was 80 km·h-1 and 40 km·h-1.
The dependence of the vehicle braking acceleration in the longitudinal and lateral directions on the
variation of the pressure in one front (right) tire is shown in Figure 4. The results show that the lower
pressure in one front tire significantly increased the vehicle acceleration in the lateral direction,
whereas the increase in the longitudinal direction was not significant. Reducing the pressure in the
front right tire from 230 kPa to 110 kPa (at speed 80 km·h-1 before braking) increased the average
lateral acceleration of the vehicle by 2.0 m·s-2 and by about 0.25 m·s-2 in the longitudinal direction.
In the final stage of this study, the maximum and average deceleration of the car was determined
by reducing the inflation pressure of one rear wheel (right) tire to 190, 150 and 110 kPa at constant
pressure of other tires (220 kPa), when speed to braking was 80 km·h-1 and 40 km·h-1. The dependence
of the vehicle braking acceleration in the longitudinal and lateral directions on the variation of the
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pressure in one front (right) tire is shown in Figure 5. It was found that reducing the pressure in the
rear right tire from 230 kPa to 110 kPa increased the vehicle acceleration in the lateral direction by
1.5 m·s-2 and in the longitudinal direction by 7.5 m·s-2 at a maximum braking force, when the speed
before the start of braking was 80 km·h-1. The vehicle acceleration was also found to increase by 1.5
m·s-2 in the lateral direction and by 7.5 m·s-2 in the longitudinal direction, when the speed before the
start of braking was 40 km·h-1.
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Fig. 4. Influence of pressure reduction of one front (right) tire on deceleration of the vehicle
in longitudinal and lateral directions at constant pressure of other tires (220 kPa), when the
traveling speed to braking: a – 80 km·h-1 and b – 40 km·h-1. Dashed lines show applications of the
maximum deceleration, solid lines show the average deceleration
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Fig. 5. Influence of pressure reduction of one front (right) tire on deceleration of the vehicle
in longitudinal and lateral directions at constant pressure of other tires (220 kPa), when the
traveling speed to braking: a – 80 km·h-1 and b – 40 km·h-1. Dashed lines show applications of the
maximum deceleration, solid lines show the average deceleration
The results show that the lower pressure in one tire significantly increased the vehicle acceleration
in the lateral direction. This was due to the uneven deformation of all the tires. The lower pressure in
one tire increased its deformation and adhesion area to the road and improved the adhesion between
that tire and the road. The studies have shown that increase of the lateral acceleration of the vehicle is
more influenced by the pressure change in one front tire, when the vehicle speed is higher.
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Conclusions
1. It was found that uneven tire pressure increased the vehicle acceleration in the lateral direction.
The lateral acceleration of the vehicle increases more influenced by the uneven tire pressure
change in the front tire, when the vehicle speed is higher.
2. It was determined that reducing the pressure in one front tire from 230 kPa to 110 kPa increased
the vehicle acceleration in the lateral direction by 1.5 m·s-2 at a maximum braking force, when the
speed before the start of braking was 80 km·h-1, and 1.5 m·s-2, when the speed before the start of
braking was 40 km·h-1.
3. Unambiguous road safety is affected by the vehicle acceleration in the longitudinal and lateral
directions, so uneven tire pressure when braking the vehicle remains an important area of
investigation.
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